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Montana’s photonics cluster is pushing out the fron3er for the photonics and sensors industry, literally 

and figura3vely. Globally, the photonics industry is expected to grow from $1.5T today1 to nearly $2T by 

20252 and is already es3mated to support more than 10% of the global economy.  

Home to one of the densest photonics clusters in the world3, Montana’s niche in the $150B components 

and sensors segment cluster includes strengths in lidar4 and hyperspectral imaging.5 The innova3ons 

coming out of the cluster will change how people and things move on the ground and through the air; 

how economies grow food and manage cri3cal inputs into the economy; how countries protect 

themselves from man and nature; and how our global community sustains our natural assets.  

• Move. The full lidar systems and hyperspectral imaging innova3ons being developed and 

manufactured in the region’s cluster will provide the proverbial eyes and ears for what is 

expected to be a $6T autonomous vehicle6 and $60B unmanned aerial vehicle market7 by 2033.   

• Grow and manage. Precision agriculture8 and forestry9, industries will be a combined $45B+ 

market by 2033. Precision technologies rely on a bevy of photonics sensors, op3cs, advanced 

analy3cs, and machinery to iden3fy man-made and natural threats, maximize crop yields, and 

manage long-lifecycle natural assets like 3mber. Similarly, the smart mining sector will grow to 

$10B by 2033 and includes photonics systems capable of detec3ng mineral concentra3on levels 

to direct billion-dollar investments in mines.10  

• Protect. The photonics-enabled systems defense market is expected to grow to $415B by 2023,11 

including a range of technologies and innova3ons aRached to soldiers, drones, ultra-mobile 

vehicles, among others. Photonics systems will also play a cri3cal role in protec3ng ci3zens 

outside of the baRlefield, driving what will be a $2.5B market by 2033 for digital water 

technologies capable of iden3fying water supplies at the molecular level.12 

• Sustain. Photonics sensors are expected to contribute more than 10% of the CO2 emissions 

savings over the next decade while also serving as a cri3cal technology in the baRling and 

managing the impact of wildfires on our society and economy. At a price of $51-$185 per ton, 

the savings from the CO2 emissions reduc3ons are es3mated to be $150-$555B.13 And, 

annualized economic losses from wildfires are es3mated at $65B to $285B per year, so even a 
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small reduc3on from beRer preven3on and monitoring techniques can yield significant 

returns.14, 15 

Region’s future share of the market 

The Bozeman cluster’s strengths in categories like automo3ve lidar ($9B market by 2033; 66% CAGR), 

drone lidar ($2B market by 2033; 28% CAGR), and hyperspectral imaging ($30B market by 2033; 10% 

CAGR) are expected to outpace the overall photonics market’s growth over the next 10 years ($1.5T 

market in 2021 to $2.8T overall market by 2033; 6% CAGR). 

With more than 30 companies employing over 800 workers today, the Bozeman cluster represents ~0.3% 

of the US photonics jobs and 0.05% of the global photonics jobs. These rela3vely small numbers belie 

the true impact of the technologies on the global markets for the cluster’s research, as evidenced by 

recent announcements from Aurora Innova3on (200 jobs) 16 and Hyundai’s Progress for Humanity 

research lab (50+ jobs)17 expanding opera3ons in the cluster. Both global players were aRracted to the 

research and commercializa3on efforts in the lidar and imaging spaces.  

To take the autonomous vehicle market as an example, lidar-based driving systems will serve as the 

cri3cal eyes and ears for autonomous vehicles produced by Aurora Innova3on and many others. The $6-

12T market18 for these vehicles is dependent on the $300-400B lidar-based driver assistance sub-

market19, which is itself reliant on the $100-130B automo3ve-focused photonics market.20 Aurora, 

Hyundai, and many more have recognized that the lidar technologies upon which the en3re industry will 

be built on have its roots in many of the innova3ons cul3vated in our cluster.  

Another example of Montana’s cri3cality to the future of the photonics market is in the defense space, 

which takes on both economic and na3onal security dimensions. In short, the photonics sensors and 

lidar technologies being developed in Montana are being used in everyday life as well as fron3er spaces. 

No other photonics hub in the world has access to the types of innova3ons and fron3er space to develop 

the types of edge case applica3ons that are required to produce systems that can operate from 

baRlefields to Mars. The Headwaters Hub will leverage Montana’s leading photonics sector to develop 

globally compe33ve sensor/lidar/hyperspectral imaging-based technologies for enabling autonomous 

vehicles and systems opera3ng in cri3cal environments from forests to farms and the baRlefield to Mars.  

The Economist recently published a special report on the future of war (July 8, 2023) in which mul3ple 

ar3cles highlighted how warfare between Ukraine and Russia have become driven by sensors, many of 

whom have its roots in technologies in which Montana has dis3nct exper3se: “For years, the West’s 
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armies have aspired to a way of war in which a cornucopia of “sensors” (video cameras, thermal imagers, 

radio antennae and so on) would detect targets, pass data to the best-placed “shooter”, whether a 

howitzer, missile or warship, and create a “kill chain”—or, to use a newer buzzword, a “kill web”—of 

unprecedented speed and efficiency." 21  

By building on these recent announcements to aRract addi3onal medium- and large-projects over the 

next decade, and con3nuing its pace of startup crea3on and innova3on, the cluster could grow its 

employment base from 800 direct jobs in 2023 to more than 6,150 jobs over the next decade. This figure 

would represent 1.2% of US photonics jobs and 0.2% of global jobs (5x today’s share).  

Number and earning poten6al of related jobs 

With nearly 30 companies employing ~800 workers at an average salary of more than $72,00022, 

Montana’s photonics industry is researching, tes3ng, and developing the technologies that will impact 

every industry in the future. The average salary for photonics workers is more than a third higher than 

Montana’s overall average, providing a needed boost to the broader economy.23  

Given the high employment mul3pliers for manufacturing in general and for the photonics industry in 

par3cular, the photonics industry in Montana today is es3mated to support up to 5,000 direct, indirect, 

and induced jobs throughout the state, contribu3ng more than $300M in total wages to the economy. 24 

Ten years from now, the photonics industry could grow to 6,100 direct jobs, which would total nearly 25K 

direct, indirect, and induced jobs throughout the cluster.  

Conclusion 

Montana’s photonics cluster will con3nue developing the cri3cal innova3ons that will affect how people 

around the world interact with each other and the natural environment. Montana’s cluster of world-class 

talent and research assets (both educa3on and corporate centers), combined with its fron3er 

environment that enables edge-case tes3ng for these advanced technologies, create a compe33ve 

advantage that is near-impossible to replicate anywhere else in the world.  
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